SILEX SPECTRUM
BURNISHING PADS

SILEX SPECTRUM PADS are excellent pads designed for durability and longevity
for a wide variety of applications; burnishing, polishing and maintenance.
SILEX SPECTRUM PADS are diamond impregnated throughout the entire pad
creating a stronger, wear and tear resistant pad at an economical price. The
diamond powders inside the pads provide extended life due to the ability to use
either side creating a stronger, more durable tool for most flooring situations.

PRODUCT USAGE
Silex Spectrum Burnishing Pads are primarily used as a burnishing pad
for high speed burnishing machines to create the heat needed in the
application of most guards or sealers specified in concrete polishing. The
versatility of diamond powders inside the pad also make it the ideal tool for
honing and polishing the guards or sealers to get the highest D.O.I. and
Gloss points available on film forming protections.
The Silex Spectrum Pads are also ideal for cleaning &/or maintaining
floors of most types including terrazzo, overlays, vct, countertops, natural
stone and concrete. When used in a regular maintenance program the
Silex Spectrum Burnishing Pads are extraordinary. These pads may be
used wet or dry and are available in various sizes to meet most
maintenance machines dimensions including swing type and automatic
floor scrubbing machines.

BENEFITS
Burnishing
Cleaning
Refurbishing
Buffing
Maintaining Concrete, Terrazzo & Natural
Stone Floors of All Types.
The 5" is used by many counter top
Fabricators to clean, buff and finish many
varieties of counter top surfaces.

SPECIFICATIONS
Usage
Wet or Dry
Wet or Dry
Wet or Dry
Wet or Dry
Wet or Dry
Coverage can vary from surface to surface depending on roughness, porosity and density of the medium being
applied. Application technique can also vary the coverage. On flat, dense surfaces the coverage should
generally range from 10,000 to 20,000 square feet per pad.
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Safety Precautions: Proper safety procedures should be followed at all times while handling these products. Refer to the Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for important health/
safety information before use. Safety Data Sheets are provided on our website in a downloadable .pdf under each product or contact our office at 1-844-239-4056.

